OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

CNO COMMENT SHEET

Subj: U.S./Argentine Relations

Ref: (a) AMEMB BUENOS AIRES 031434Z AUG 78

1. The CNO made the following comment/notation on referenced material:

   Explain "the steadily worsening relationship between the Argentine Navy and the U.S. Navy" described in para 4 of ref (a).
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Subj: U.S./Argentine Relations

Ref: (a) AMEMB BUENOS AIRES 031434Z AUG 78

1. The CNO made the following comment/notation on referenced material:

   please comment on strained relationship between USN/ARGNAV described in reference (a).

   Explain "the steady worsening relationship between the Argentine Navy and the USN" described in para 1 of ref a.
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Date: OCT 1 9 2017
FROM: COMUSMILGP/NAVSEC
E.O. 11652: GDS - 86
SUBJECT: VISIT OF ADMIRAL MASSERA TO THE UNITED STATES

1. CHNAVSEC WAS REQUESTED TO CALL ON ADMIRAL MASSERA AS INDICATED IN REFERENCE A, WHEREIN THE FOLLOWING WAS DISCUSSED:
   A. HE ADVISED THAT HE HAD TO CANCEL THE TRIP TO CONUS. HE SAID THE TRIP WAS AT HIS OWN URGING AND THE RECENT US DECISIONS (PRIMARILY THE LATEST EXIM BANK LOAN REFUSAL) HAD FORCED HIM TO WITHDRAW HIS REQUEST FOR A VISIT.
   B. HE WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE AN INVITATION FROM OUR CNO TO VISIT AS THE "COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE NAVY PRIOR TO HIS RETIREMENT ON 15 SEPTEMBER.
   C. INDICATED THAT HE FEELS "PICKED ON" BECAUSE INVITATIONS TO OTHER CHIEFS OF THE ARMED FORCES HAVE BEEN ISSUED, MENTIONING AGOSTI. HE HOPED THAT THE US GOVERNMENT SEES FIT TO STOP THEIR ANTI-MASSERA CAMPAIGN.
   D. HE INDICATED THAT IF US WILL NOT ALLOW HIM VISIT OR INVITE HIM NOW, HE WILL TRY TO VISIT THE US AS A CIVILIAN AFTER RETIREMENT.

2. RADM LUCHETTA, A MEMBER OF ADM. MASSERA PERSONAL STAFF, FOLLOWED-UP ADM MASSERA'S REMARKS IN REF B AND INDICATED:
   A. THAT HE COULD NOT SCHEDULE A VISIT TO CONUS FOR ADMIRAL MASSERA WITH US EMBASSY PERSONNEL.
   B. THAT THE NAVY WAS AWARE THAT BRIGADIER AGOSTI HAD BEEN INVITED FOR VISITS TO CONUS THE LAST TWO YEARS AND THAT ANOTHER INVITATION TO VISIT THIS YEAR WAS BEING

RECALLED
NAVAL MESSAGE

C. He outlined the long standing friendship and relationship between the US Navy and the Argentine Navy; the long stay of the Naval Advisors in Country since 1935, our common tradition, etc, and requested that an invitation from our CNO to Admiral Massera for a visit be made. He also indicated that Admiral Massera is interested to visit as the Commander in Chief of the Navy and does not want to visit without such formal invitation.

3. Comments:
A. The relationships and friendship between the USN/ArgNav have been severely strained in the last two years. Visits by the US CNO and the Commandant of the US Marine Corps have been cancelled. With the exception of Rear Admiral Schuller, who was quite emphatic in indicating he wore a purple suit and represented DoD, no senior US/flag Naval officer have visited the country in the time frame.
B. The sanctions as applied in Argentina seemed to allow spare parts for a 4 aircraft to the air force while denying spares for the same aircraft to the Navy. Such actions are seen as rebuffs to the Navy and provide ammunition for their feeling that Admiral Massera/the Navy are being singled out for punishment.
C. The Argentine Navy people do not distinguish between the Argentine Navy and Massera. Admiral Massera is their leader and a most respected Naval Officer. Traditions in the Navy are strong and lasting; loyalty to the boss is expected from everyone. Rebuffs/insults to Admiral Massera, whether true or imagined are felt by the whole Navy.

4. Strongly recommend that invitation in the terms requested be made and that the visit be approved. A return visit by the US CNO should be planned after 15 September after Admiral Lambruschini takes over the helm. Such actions at this time will definitely improve the steadily worsening relationship between the Argentine Navy and the USN. This could result in cancellation of Unitas; termination of Omega or finishing their association with the Navy section. None of these alternatives appear attractive.

5. The Ambassador has reviewed this message and Embassy comment follows:

6. Embassy comment: General Videla was invited to a Pan American event as President, and General Agosti to the Inter-American Air Force Chiefs’ meeting. Some Air Force and Navy sources have the perception that the USG
IS SUPPORTING MASSERA RATHER THAN PICKING ON HIM.
EMBASSY DOES NOT CONCUR IN RECOMMENDATION THAT USG
INITIATE AN OFFICIAL INVITATION TO MASSERA TO VISIT THE US AT THIS
TIME. SHOULD ANOTHER ARGENTINE SERVICE CHIEF BE
INVITED TO THE US, WE WOULD RECONSIDER THIS POSITION.
SHOULD MASSERA PROCEED TO THE US ANYWAY WITH PLANS FOR
A "PRIVATE VISIT" BEFORE SEPTEMBER 15, HE SHOULD BE
RECEIVED AT AN APPROPRIATE LEVEL IN THE US NAVY -- THE
CNO -- WHILE IT SHOULD BE MADE CLEAR THAT THE INITIATIVE
FOR THE VISIT WAS WITH MASSERA. 
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